EoP Biodiversity Process

Multiplying the Power of the Individual

Do this monthly process for land you own, land
you rent, land you are responsible for
maintaining.

On May 6, 2019, the U.N. released
a comprehensive assessment of our
planet’s ecosystem and dwindling
biodiversity. One million animal and
plant species are now threatened
with extinction, many within
decades, more than ever before in
human history. One million species.

You can even participate if you live in a condo
and have no outdoor space.
Important: Focus on your own biosphere.
Don’t intrude on your neighbor or your neighboring community
or another country. Stick to what’s in your direct care.

Do this process monthly,
on the first day of every month.
For this, you will need Essence of Perelandra (EoP), a clean spoon and
about 5 minutes.

1. Focus your attention on your environment and state: “I wish to set
up with nature to shift Essence of Perelandra to my personal environment
to provide the strength and support needed to counter and reverse climate
change stress and the resulting loss and extinction of its biodiversity.” Wait
10 seconds.

2. Describe your land succinctly. Say it aloud. (For instance, you can
use your home address, focus on a sketch of your land/yard/balcony,
garden, pond, room/apartment, forest or farm, or use a copy of your
plat. Keep a copy of your description to easily reference each month.)

3. Place 10 drops of Essence of Perelandra in a clean spoon. Hold the
spoon out in front of you and say, “I wish to shift these Essence of
Perelandra drops to the location I’ve described to provide the strength and
support needed for reversing the impact of climate change and the resulting
loss and extinction of its biodiversity.” Continue to hold the spoon out in
front of you for 10 seconds. The shift occurs automatically.

4. After 10 seconds, the shift is complete and you are finished. (Nature
did the shift for you, so you might want to give a tip of the hat to
nature and thank it before moving on with the rest your day!)

5. Wipe the spoon clean and you’re done — until the first day of the
next month!
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Machaelle thought about what Perelandra could add to address this
unimaginable devastation of wildlife and biodiversity on a broader
scale, and work in concert with you — the people using these tools.
The answer: There is a way to expand our individual environmental
work on our lands. We can work together to release nature’s strength
and stability that will counter the damaging momentum of plant and
wildlife extinction.

Let’s Team Up With EoP
On the first day of every month, join us in doing one small but hugely
impactful thing to support plant and wildlife diversity. To do this,
work with Essence of Perelandra (EoP), using the steps given on this
card. It will take less than five minutes of your time, once a month.
Essence of Perelandra (EoP) strengthens and stabilizes an
environment by providing the singular and powerful balance of the
Perelandra garden. With EoP, Machaelle and nature gave each of us the
ability to extend that powerful balance beyond the Perelandra biosphere
to our own homes and environment. It’s no small thing.
On the same day, we will all shift EoP to our respective “little”
environment with a focus on strengthening and supporting its plant
and wildlife biodiversity. See the back of this card for the steps.
See our website for full details, and to order Essence of Perelandra:
perelandra-ltd.com/biodiversity
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